Reception of Rabindranath Tagore in North-Eastern Region of India

Date: September 3-4, 2010

In 2010, RTCHDS, in collaboration with the Eastern Zonal Cultural Centre, organized a workshop on Reception of R.N. Tagore in North Eastern Region of India on 3 and 4 September. The participants from the north eastern region included Mukti Choudhury, Paramanando Mazumdar and Rijushree Sarma Mazumdar, Pallabi Deka Bazarboruah, Swarnaprabha Chainari, Paramanand Rajbongshi, Satyakam Borathakur, Shantanu Roy Chowdhury, Udayan Biswas and Prasun Barman from Assam, Madhuparna Bhattacharjee from Arunachal Pradesh, Kunjamohan Singh from Manipur, Desmond Kharmaphwlang, Sylvanus Lamare and Caroline Marak from Meghalaya, Kuolie from Nagaland, Sanu Lama from Sikkim, Bikach Choudhury, Chandrakanta Mura Singh and N.C. Deb Barma from Tripura.

Amiya Kumar Bagchi, Director, IDSK gave the welcome address and Indranath Choudhuri, the coordinator of this workshop presented the theme summary at the inaugural session of this workshop.